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Abstract: Problem statement: The purpose of this paper was to investigate all optical packet
switching, because it was the key to the success of the future Internet. It can meet the stringent
bandwidth requirement of future Internet applications, such as real-time video streaming. Due to the
lack of optical Random Access Memory (RAM), however, the all-optical schemes studied in the
literature were either not flexible enough to accommodate Internet packets, which were variable-length
in nature, or fail to schedule packets at switches to achieve low loss rate. Approach: The aim of this
paper was thus to tackle the flexibility and utilization issues in all-optical packet switches, even at the
absence of optical RAM. We approached this paper by first studied a new slotted model for all-optical
variable-length packet switching, which was called Variable-length-Packet Fixed-Length Slot (VPFS)
switching. Results: We proved by mathematical analysis the theoretical maximum utilizations that can
be achieved by the model in two variant schemes. Then we proposed a new scheduling algorithm for
shared-fiber-delay-line switches in order to achieve low loss rate when the utilization approaches the
maximum. We justified our design by simulation. In our finding, through mathematical analysis and
computer simulation, our proposed switching model and scheduling algorithm can be coupled well to
achieve good performance for all-optical packet switches. We also found that the selection of the slot
size in the network was very critical as it determined the transmission overhead and hence the
utilization of the all-optical network. Our research limitation depended on slot size. Although a small
slot size was critical for high utilization with our model, it was not always preferable. It was because a
small slot size increased the switching and scheduling complexity at the switch. Thus the selection of
an optimum slot size for the network was a compromise between utilization and complexity.
Conclusion/Recommendations: A fast scheduling algorithm has been studied in order to reduce the
scheduling complexity so as to increase the utilization without much penalty. In regard to the practical
implications, the VPFS was a promising model to fully utilize the huge capacity of all-optical networks
and to accommodate variable-length packets for future Internet traffic. With VPFS, the selection of the
slot size was critical, and it was a compromise between the network utilization and scheduling
complexity.
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contention-resolution scheme, where an optical packet
in a contention situation can be converted to another
available wavelength in order to avoid conflict (Jason,
2000). A major problem of this scheme is cost
(Ramamirtham and Turner, 2003). The second method
is the time contention-resolution scheme, where Fiber
Delay Lines (FDLs) are required to delay or buffer
optical packets, this process acts as a form of optical
memory, when a contention situation arises. As FDLs

INTRODUCTION
In the past decades, research has been actively
conducted to make all-optical packet switches and
subsequently all-optical packet networks, a reality. A
major difficulty remains-packet contention. Two
primary contention-resolution methods have been
intensively studied within the literature to attempt to
resolve this problem. The first is the wavelength
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are bulky, only a limited amount of such memory is
usually recommended when building these optical
switches. To efficiently make use of the FDL resource
has become an important timing issue within the
contention-resolution situation.
Numerous switch architectures and scheduling
algorithms have been proposed for the efficient timing,
switching and scheduling of optical packets in an alloptical switch that uses FDLs. Some examples are,
Time-Slice Optical Burst Switching (Ramamirtham and
Turner, 2003), Karol’s Algorithm (Karol, 1993), Optical
Packet Switching (Chia et al., 2001; Chao and Choa,
1999; Karol, 1993; Hunter et al. 1998; Guillemot et al.,
1998), Optical cell switching (Chao and Liew, 2003;
Masetti et al., 1993) and the Sequential FDL
Assignment (SEFA) Algorithm and its variant
(Liew et al., 2005; Shi Jiang et al., 2005). These
algorithms however have placed constraints upon the
amount of traffic processed, from fixing the packet
lengths, to requiring packets to be aligned before
switching, making these switches impractical in a realworld environment where throughput is critical for their
economic justification and use.
Algorithms for routing variable-length, unaligned
packets are needed in order to overcome these problems.
As FDLs are used to buffer optical packets, a fixed
granularity of the switching or scheduling unit, that is,
the slot size, needs to be imposed depending on
the buffer
management
scheme
used
(Hiroaki and Masayuki, 2006; Hiroaki et al., 2006).
A Variable-length-Packet Fixed-length-Slot (VPFS)
switching model is one that accommodates these
variable-length packets by using the fixed-length slots
within current optical switches.
In a VPFS network, all switches adopt the same slot
size but slot boundaries are not synchronized from one
switch to the next. With reference to Fig. 1, when a
packet of any length arrives at a VPFS switch, a slot or a
chain of consecutive or contiguous slots must be
assigned to carry that packet from the input and if
buffering is necessary, passing through the same FDL
path, to the destined output. Note, it is not possible for a
chain of slots that are carrying a given data packet to be
broken up and routed separately within the switch, as this
is due to the physical properties of an optical data packet.
Since a slot is the minimum switching or scheduling
unit and cannot be further split, any slot carries data for
a given packet only.
Figure 2 shows head-tail clashing. This occurs if the
tail of a packet and the head of its following packet fall
into the same slot within a VPFS switch that is without
an aligning capability. The following packet will then be
dropped and not switched to its output.

Switch

Packets

Slots

Fig. 1: A VPFS switch

Fig. 2: Packet 2 will have to be dropped due to head-tail
clashing
Head-tail clashing deteriorates the performance of a
VPFS and solutions to this problem have not been
widely studied within the available literature.
To alleviate or even eliminate this phenomenon,
three solutions are possible.
The first is to select a small slot size for the VPFS
network, as this reduces the chance of head-tail clashing.
The advantages of a small slot size is not only limited to
the reduction of the occurrence of this problem, but also,
to the timing effects of minimizing processing
overheads while maximizing the link utilization of
VPFS. The VPFS model can be further generalized to a
generic variable-length packet switching as the selected
slot size is allowed to approach zero, again a situation
where no head-tail clashing occurs, but little switch
processing as well. The apparent and real challenge of
switching and scheduling is in the selection of the size
of the slot in a VPFS.
The second solution is to force all sources and
switches in a VPFS network to impose a gap between
any two packets departing from the same output link, so
that when the packets arrive at the next switch, there
will be no head-tail clashing. In this case, the size of the
gap must be at least the slot size. This approach is
termed ‘constrained VPFS scheme without alignment.’
Although this scheme can eliminate head-tail clashing,
the price to be paid is large overheads and low link
utilization, or switch throughput.
The third solution is to employ aligners (some
papers may refer it to as “synchronizers” (Chao et al.,
2000) at each switch to align each packet’s head to a slot
2
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boundary. As long as the network traffic satisfies a
given and certain condition, we show that the VPFS
scheme with alignment can eliminate the head-tail
clashing problem throughout the network with minimum
overheads. Here, it is regarded as a best-case benchmark
for other VPFS schemes. There is a price to be paid for
this approach; the optical signals may need to be
switched a number of times within the aligners before
they enter the switch fabric (Chao et al., 2000) and this
can result in unacceptable levels of signal attenuation.
As we study the performances of (i) generic VPFS
without alignment, (ii) constrained VPFS without
alignment and (iii) VPFS with alignment, we propose a
variable-length Packet FDL Assignment (VAPFA)
algorithm for shared-FDL all-optical packet switches.
With reference to Fig. 3, a shared-FDL all-optical
switch contains a number of feedback FDLs that are
shared among all input ports and each FDL can delay
packets by a fixed number of slot times. Slot time is a
concept in computer networking. It is twice the time it
takes for an electronic pulse (OSI Layer 1-Physical) to
travel the length of the maximum theoretical distance
between two nodes.
Assume that there are Z feedback FDLs, Y input
ports and Y output ports. The outputs (inputs) of FDLs
and the inputs (outputs) of the switch are collectively
called the inlets (outlets) of the switch fabric, yielding
Y+Z inlets and Y+Z outlets.
The shared-FDL optical switch has been studied
extensively in the literature (Hiroaki et al., 2006; Karol,
1993; Shi, 2005) and in (Hiroaki et al., 2006) it has
been proposed to handle variable-length packets.
However, the algorithm proposed in (Hiroaki et al.,
2006) is a non-reservation algorithm which does not
provide departure scheduling and it cannot guarantee the
packets being buffered are able to access the desired
output ports after coming out of the FDLs. Since the
departure time is not scheduled in advance, the delay
bound of the algorithm is undefined and it may require a
packet to be switched and re-circulated many times.

In this study, we focus on the reservation
scheduling algorithms for variable-length packets in the
single-stage shared-FDL switch, which is known as the
VAPFA algorithm. The VAPFA algorithm is extended
from the SEFA algorithm proposed in (Liew et al.,
2005). In contrast to the non-reservation scheduling
algorithms, the VAPFA algorithm performs the FDL
assignment for the entire journey of a delayed packet so
that it can be scheduled to match with the desired output
port in a future time. As optical packets cannot be
fragmented, it should be noted that in a valid FDL
assignment, all slots that belong to the same packet must
always pass though the same FDL path from the input to
the output. If a packet that needs to be delayed fails to be
assigned a FDL path to some future time for the desired
output port owing to FDL and/or output-port conflicts, it
is discarded without entering the switch so that it does
not occupy any resources.
Firstly, we analyze the arrival overhead and
maximum link utilization of the generic VPFS without
alignment. Under methodology, we discuss the VAPFA
scheduling algorithm for shared-FDL switches. Then,
we provide the simulation model and results for the
generic VPFS. Under discussion, we propose, analyze
and evaluate the constrained VPFS without alignment,
which is designed for eliminating the head-tail clashing
throughout the VPFS network. As a best-case
benchmark, the VPFS with alignment scheme is also
being studied under conclusion.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Generic VPFS without alignment: Here we consider a
generic VPFS without alignment and part of the content
shown in the following appears in (Liew et al., 2007).
Consider a packet with length x arriving at a VPFS
switch, where a fixed slot size of s is adopted. Let m
denote the number of consecutive slots required to carry
the packet, where m can either be x/s or x/s+1. For
example, if s = 1 and x = 3.5, the value of m can either
be 4 or 5, depending on the arrival time of the packet.
The arrival overhead of the packet is defined as
δ = ms-x, which consists of the head overhead (∆Head)
and tail overhead (∆Tail), as shown in Fig. 4. The value
of δ can either be x/s⋅ s-x or x/s⋅ s+s-x.
Calculating the average overhead is important in
gauging the efficiency of the switch that we want to
study. This is because it shows how much data a slot
actually carries on average and how much space is
wasted due to the slot space allocation in the switch
design. Through our investigations, we have come to
the conclusion that for variable-length, unaligned
packets, the average overhead added upon each arriving
packet is exactly equal to the size of a single slot,
irregardless of the packet size, as proven below.

Fig. 3: A single-stage shared-FDL optical switch
3
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upper bound of U in the VPFS without alignment
scheme is derived as follows.
Theorem 1: Given that the length of a packet is a
random number, x, with an average value of x , the
effective link utilization of the VPFS switching scheme
x
.
x+s

without alignment is bounded by

Proof: Consider observing a VPFS switch over
duration of T, in which N valid packets have arrived
and been considered for switching. Let xi be the length
and δi the arrival overhead of the ith packet, where 1≤i≤
N. Note that:

Fig. 4: Arrival overhead, δ

N

T ≥ ∑ (x i + δi )
i =1

We have:
N

N

U = lim

Fig. 5: α, the data size that may cause overhead

∑x

T →∞

i =1

T

i

≤ lim

∑x
i =1

N →∞ N

∑ (x
i =1

Lemma 1: For any packet, the expected arrival
overhead at a VPFS switch without alignment is equal
to slot size s.

=

+ δi )

i =1

= lim

N →∞

i

N
N

∑x ∑δ
i =1

=

N

i

+

i =1

x
x + E[δ]

i

N

x
x+s

QED
From Theorem 1, to achieve a better utilization,
again, a smaller slot size for the VPFS switching
scheme is preferred. However, there are several
constraints that restrict a network designer’s ability to
choose a very small slot size. (1) Compared with the
electronic switches, all-optical switches require longer
configuration time to accommodate packets from
different inputs to different outputs; therefore the slot
size cannot be too small. (2) For a smaller slot size,
more consecutive and contiguous slots are required to
contain a data packet and all these slots must be
scheduled together from the input to the output, passing
through the same FDLs whenever buffering is
necessary, this increases the switching and scheduling
complexity of the all-optical switch.

Prob{δ = s-α} = (s-α)/s
Prob{δ = 2s-α} = α/s
The expected arrival overhead can then be given
by:

=

i

i

N

Proof: With reference to Fig. 5, let α = x+s- x/s⋅ s be
the non-zero data size from the packet that may cause
arrival overhead, where 0<α≤ s. By the definition of α,
the arrival overhead can either be (s-α) or (2s-α), with
probabilities:

E[δ] = (s − α ) ×

∑x

N

s−α
α (s 2 − 2sα + α 2 ) + 2sα − α 2
+ (2s − α) × =
s
s
s

s2
=s
s

QED

RESULTS

As a result of Lemma 1, a smaller slot size reduces
wastage of bandwidth. More importantly, it increases
the bound of the effective utilization of VPFS. Let U
denote the effective link utilization, where dropped
packets due to head-tail clashing are discounted. The

Variable-length packet FDL assignment algorithms
for shared-FDL switch: VAPFA is principally
modified from SEFA for accommodating variablelength packets and its program logic is similar.
4
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6: Shared-FDL switch and configuration table (a) 4×4 shared FDL switch (b) configuration table
1.
2.
3.
4.

Repeat for each timeslot
Repeat for each input port
If there is a new packet
Check configuration table for an immediate
solution
5. If there is an immediate solution
6. Update output port in configuration table to reserve
the route
7. If there is no immediate solution
8. Search for a possible combination of delays using
FDLs that will delay the packet till future time
where output port is available in a number of
consecutive slots, the total duration of which is
long enough to transmit the packet
9. If there are more than one solution
10. Select the best solution and update the
configuration table to reserve the route.
11. If there is no solution, packet is dropped

Within each VAPFA switch, a configuration table
is maintained. The configuration table is used for
storing the connectivity schedule of the switch fabric.
An example is given in Fig. 6, where Fig. 6b shows
the configuration table of the 4×4 switch given in Fig.
6a. Note that the rows of the table represent the outlets
of the switch fabric and the columns the timeslots. In
this example, the first 4 rows represent FDLs with
delay values 1, 1, 2 and 4 slots, respectively, followed
by 4 rows representing 4 output ports.
When a route is reserved for a packet, the table
stores the inlet, from which the packet is coming, into
the corresponding entries of the table. In this example,
two packets, both destined for output port 4, are
arriving at input ports 1 and 3, requiring 4 slots and 3
slots to carry, respectively. Assuming that there is no
other traffic, the packet from input 1 can be
immediately arranged to be transferred to output 4
from timeslot t (current timeslot) to timeslot t+3, as
shown in the configuration table. However, as output
4 is no longer available from t to t+3, the second
packet has no choice but to travel through FDL 4,
which has a delay value of 4 timeslots and only then it
can be scheduled to be transferred to output 4 from
t+4 to t+6. This FDL route is reflected in the
configuration table by placing input 3 to the row of
FDL 4 from t to t+3 (as this packet requires 3 slots to
carry) and then placing FDL 4 to the row of output 4
from t+4 to t+6.
If a packet arrives and it has no reserved route, the
packet is dropped and considered lost. This route
reservation is performed using the following steps:

For greater understanding, we break down each
step shown above into greater details. For step 1, we
loop the remainder of the algorithm for every timeslot.
This is because the VAPFA switching scheme does not
route the optical packets as is, but the chain of slots that
each packet is placed into. Although packets are
coming into the switch in a continuous fashion, by
placing these packets into slots we can visualize the
routing of these packets as a discrete stepped process.
This is because once the route of a packet has been set,
the algorithm only has to wait for the next timeslot
before it checks again for new packets and process
them, while the optical packet itself is routed through
configurations in the hardware based on the
configuration table. If we assume the time size of the
5
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recirculation will cause signal attenuation. In the event
that there are a number of solutions that use the same
number of circulations, we pick the solution that causes
the least delay to a packet.
For example, if solution A uses two FDLs with
delay values 2 and 16 timeslots and solution B uses two
FDLs with delay values 4 and 4 timeslots, we choose
solution B because the total delay time (4+4 = 8) is less
than that of A (2+16 = 18). Assuming there exists a
solution C that uses three FDLs, each with the same
delay value of 2 timeslots, we still choose solution B
because it uses fewer circulations, although the total
delay incurred in solution C is less than that in solution
B. In fact, solution C would not even be considered as
in a breadth first search, once a solution is found in the
search tree at depth 2, the algorithm would not proceed
to search for a solution at depth 3. However, a normal
breadth first search will stop when one solution is
found, but we expand the algorithm to finish searching
the entire child nodes that have the same depth where a
solution can be found. This allows the algorithm to pick
the best solution with the same depth instead of picking
the first solution found, which may not be optimal.
Finally, in step 10 we update the configuration if a
best solution can be found. If there are no solutions, we
consider the packet lost and discard it when it arrives
because there are no possible routes reserved for it in
the configuration table. Figure 7 shows the updating of
the configuration table with the only possible solution
for a packet from input port 4, with slot length 3,
arriving at time t, destined for output port 3. It is
delayed for 2 timeslots using FDL3, then delayed again
for 1 timeslot using FDL2 and exits at time t+3 at
output port 3.

slots to be 1/100 of a sec, then we can assume that the
algorithm will loop step 1 for 100 times every sec.
In step 2, we loop through the remainder of the
algorithm for every input port that is attached to the
switch. This means, for every timeslot, all the input
ports are looped through for processing. If there are 32
input ports, then step 2 will be repeated 32 times for
every timeslot. The input ports are cycled through
sequentially, from smallest to largest borrowing from
the sequential nature of SEFA.
Step 3 checks if there is a signal for a new packet
at that current timeslot. This is important because not
every timeslot will have a new packet arriving for each
respective input port, because we assume that packets
are variable length and some packets may consume
more than 1 slot, requiring a chain of slots. For
instance, a packet arriving at time t, 3 slots long, for a
particular input port would mean that corresponding
input port will have no new packets arriving at least till
time t+3.
If there is a new packet arriving at a particular
input port at the current timeslot of the switch, we
immediately check to see if there are enough vacant
slots in the output port to contain the incoming packet
without using any FDLs for delay (step 4). If the output
port is indeed available, the configuration table of the
switch is updated (step 5) to reserve the output port for
the number of slots the incoming packet consumes. It is
also important to note at this point that due to the
physical properties of an optical data packet, it is not
possible for a chain of slots that are carrying a certain
packet to be broken up and routed separately. Therefore,
whenever the configuration table is look-up to find if
there are enough empty slots to contain the incoming
packet, these vacant slots must be contiguous in order to
contain the complete chain of slots for the packet.
When there is no immediate solution (step 7), we
search through all the FDLs using Breadth First Search
(BFS) to find a combination of delays that will delay
the slot or slots long enough till there is a vacant chain
of slots in the output port which is sufficient to contain
the incoming packet (step 8). For this portion, we
represent each FDL as a node in a search tree and the
depth of the search tree represents how many FDLs
(recirculation) a packet has to traverse before reaching a
solution. (In graph theory, Breadth-First Search (BFS)
is a graph search algorithm that begins at the root node
and explores all the neighboring nodes. Then for each
of those nearest nodes, it explores their unexplored
neighbor nodes and so on, until it finds the goal).
Finally, if the algorithm manages to return a set of
solutions (step 9) we select the solution with the lowest
recirculation (least FDLs used). This is because each

t
FDL 1 (1)
FDL 2 (1)

t+1 t+2 t+3 t+4 t+5 t+6 t+7
Inp ut 1

Input 3

FDL 3

FDL 3 (2)

Inp ut 4

FDL 4 (4)

Inp ut 2

Output 1
Output 2
Output 3
Output 4

FDL 2
FDL 1

FDL 2
FDL 4

Fig. 7: A packet length 3 arrives for output port 3 and
configuration table is updated
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The time required to assign an FDL route for a
packet is proportional to m, where m is the number of
slots that the packet need to load. This is because we
need to access a node on the search tree m times to
examine whether the FDL/output is available for m
consecutive timeslots. Since m is inversely proportional
to the slot size, the time complexity of the VAPFA
algorithm is inversely proportional to the slot size as
well. In other words, the smaller the slot size, to a
certain packet, the more time it takes to assign an FDL
route.

N

U = lim

T →∞

i =1

N

i

= lim

∑x
i =1

T →∞ N

T

∑ (x
i =1

i

i

+ δi ) + M × s

N

∑x
i =1

= lim

T →∞

N
N

∑ (x
i =1

i

+ δi )

N
= lim

Simulation of VAPFA algorithm in generic VPFS:
To focus on the switch performance when simulating a
generic VAPFA switch in the generic VPFS, we assume
that incoming traffic is regulated in such a way that no
head-tail clashing will occur and thus no packet will be
dropped due to such a phenomenon. It should be noted
that such an assumption is valid at those switches
immediately next to the sources because sources can
choose to send packets under any traffic regulations. For
other intermediate switches, however, only when the
condition described in the constrained VPFS applies, the
head-tail clashing can then be eliminated, assuming no
packet alignment. The constrained VPFS will be
discussed in the followings.
Given the value of the effective link utilization, U
and the packet length probability density function
(pdf), f(x), two random numbers need to be generated
in order to determine (i) the arrival of a packet and (ii)
the number of consecutive slots that the packet need to
load.
To design the random number generator which
determines the arrival of a packet, let P denote the
probability that a packet is arriving in an undetermined
slot.

i

×N

= lim

T →∞

N×x
N × (x + s) + M × s

× N + M×s

N
×x
N+M

N
M
× (x + s) +
×s
N+M
N+M
Px
Px
=
=
P(x + s) + (1 − P)s Px + s
T →∞

Thus:
P=

sU
x(1 − U)

QED
From corollary 1, one can translate a given link
utilization to the probability that is required in the packet
arrival generator for simulation. After the arrival of a
packet is generated, the next step is to generate the
packet length and determine the number of loaded slots
based on the given pdf f(x).
To simplify the analysis, we assume that there is a
maximum size for the packets, the value of which is
normalized to 1. In other words, the packet length, x,
falls in the range of (0, 1]. Since 1 unit is the maximum
packet length, we further assume that the slot size of the
VPFS switch to be s≤1, because having slots larger than
the maximum packet size would cause wastage due to
overhead and void spaces. Assume that s = 1/n, where n
is a positive integer. In this case, 1 ≤ m ≤ n + 1 , where m is
the number of slots that a packet may occupy. A random
number generator is therefore needed to generate m with
respect to f(x). The probability distribution of m is thus
given by:

Corollary 1: In the VPFS scheme without alignment,
the probability that a packet is arriving in an
undetermined slot is given by:
P=

∑x

sU
x(1 − U)

Prob{m = y} =
 1n
 ∫0 (1 − nx)f (x)dx,

y −1

{nx
−
(y
−
2)}f
(x)dx
y
∫ n−n2 +


 y
 n (y − nx)f (x)dx
 ∫y −1
 n
 1 {nx − (n − 1)}f (x)dx ,
 ∫nn−1

Proof: Let M be the number of empty slots and N the
number of packets in the duration of T. Note that M+N
is the total number of events observed in T, where:
N
N
and, T = ∑ (x i + δi ) + M × s
T →∞ N + M
i =1

P = lim

By the definition:
7
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9: Head-tail clashing may occur if the output
traffic is not regulated. (a) packet 1 and 2 are
from different inputs, but depart from the same
output at the jth switch; (b) due to asynchronous
a lot boundary, packets 1 and 2 may encounter
head-tail clashing at the (j+1) st switch

Fig. 8: Packet loss Vs Link utilization in a generic
VPFS switch
For instance, if f(x) = 1 from 0-1, then Prob{m = 1}
= Prob{m = n+1} =

1
1
and Prob{m = y} =
for
2n
n

Constrained VPFS without alignment: So far, we
have not placed any constraint to the output packet
stream when scheduling packets at a VPFS switch.
However, if the output packet stream from a switch is
not regulated, the head-tail clashing may occur in the
next switch due to asynchronous slot boundaries
between the two switches, as illustrated in Fig. 9. This
will further introduce packet loss for the entire network.
To totally eliminate the chance of head-tail clashing, we
regulate the output packet stream departed from any
switch. A simple solution is to further impose a gap of at
least s to the tail of any outgoing packet from a switch.
In other words, when the slot chain of a packet departs
from a switch, it is always followed by an empty slot.
This scheme is referred to as the constrained VPFS
without alignment. In this case, the departure overhead
of a packet at an intermediate switch is equal to its
arriving overhead plus a slot gap of s.
Note that such an empty slot gap following each
packet may also be necessary for the optical switch to
configure its switching state in order to accommodate
the next packet.

2≤y≤n. With the distribution, one can use another
random number generator to generate packet lengths for
packets.
In the following, we show the simulation model and
results of the VAPFA algorithm without alignment. We
study a 32×32 shared-FDL switch with 32 FDLs and
assume that the normalized packet length is a random
number uniformly distributed from 0-1, that is, f(x) = 1
and 0<x≤1. In order to evaluate how the selection of slot
size affects the performance of the switch, we further
assume the slot size s = 1/n, where n is a positive
integer. In this case, the largest packet in the simulation
will have an equivalent length of n slots. Another factor
that may affect the switch performance is the lengths of
the 32 FDLs. In our model, we assume a total FDL
length of around 500 (normalized value) or 500×n slots
and each FDL can have a delay value from 1 slot, 2
slots, 4 slots and so on up to 2(6 + log n ) slots.
With reference to Fig. 8, we plot the packet loss
rate against the utilization for n = 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16.
From the observation, the larger the n value (which also
means the smaller the slot size), the better the
performance is in terms of packet loss rate. For
example, when n = 1, packet loss begins when
U = 0.28 and the loss rate reaches 0.11 when U = 0.33.
However, when n = 16, packet loss only begins when
U = 0.6 and the loss rate reaches 0.28 when U = 0.89.
Note that U = 0.89 is the maximum effective utilization
that the system can achieve for n =16, which is a result
from Theorem 1. When injecting more traffic than
given by this value to the VPFS switch that is without
alignment, the head-tail clashing can no longer be
avoided.
2

Characteristics of the constrained VPFS:
Lemma 2: For any packet, the expected departure
overhead at an intermediate switch in the constrained
VPFS scheme is 2 sec.
Proof: The expected departure overhead in the VPFS
scheme is equal to E[δ]+s, where E[δ] is the
expected arrival overhead. From the result of Lemma
1, E[δ] = s. Thus, the expected departure overhead at
an intermediate switch in the constrained VPFS
scheme is:
8
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s+s = 2s
QED

Thus:
P=

Theorem 2: Given that the length of a packet is a
random number, x, with an average value of x , the
effective output link utilization of the constrained VPFS
scheme without alignment is bounded by

QED

x
.
x + 2s

DISCUSSION
Simulation for constrained VAPFA without
alignment: We simulate and study the constrained
VAPFA algorithm without alignment using t he same
switch model as that has been discussed. Figure 10
shows the simulation result. As can be seen, the
constrained version of the VAPFA algorithm has
degraded in terms of performance compared with the
generic unconstrained VAPFA. However, it is worth
noting that the constrained VPFS can be considered as
the worst-case scenario for the VPFS schemes. Since no
packet loss can be observed at U = 0.52 in the
simulation (and Ploss = 5×10−6 at U = 0.54) for n = 16, it
can be concluded that the VPFS scheme, together with
the VAPFA algorithm, can work quite smoothly
throughout the all-optical network when the link
utilization is around 0.5.

Proof: Consider observing an output of a constrained
VPFS switch over duration of T, in which N packets
have departed from the switch. Let xi be the length and
δi the arrival overhead of the ith departing packet,
where 1≤i≤ N:
N

∑x

U = lim

i =1

T →∞

N

i

≤ lim

∑x
i =1

N →∞ N

T

∑ (x
i =1

i

i

+ δi + s)

N

∑x
i =1

= lim

N →∞

∑x ∑δ
i

N

+

i =1

x
x + E[δ] + s

=

N

i =1

=

i

N
N

i

N

sU
x(1 − U) − sU

+s

x
x + 2s

VPFS with alignment: In VPFS with alignment, we
assume an aligner is employed at each input in such a
way that the head of an arriving packet can always be
aligned perfectly with the front boundary of a slot, as
depicted in Fig. 11. Such a perfect aligner may not be
practical, but to study such a scheme helps us
understand the bound of the best-case performance of a
VPFS switch.

QED
As the output packet stream from a switch is the
input packet stream to the next switch, we can derive the
probability that a packet is arriving in an undetermined
slot at an intermediate switch as follows.
Corollary 2: In the constrained VPFS scheme without
alignment, the probability that a packet is arriving in an
undetermined slot at an intermediate switch is given by:
P=

sU
x(1 − U) − sU

Proof:
N

U = lim

T →∞

∑x
i =1

T

N

i

= lim

∑x
i =1

T →∞ N

∑ (x
i =1

i

i

+ δi + s) + M × s

N×x
Px
=
N × (x + 2s) + M × s P(x + 2s) + (1 − P)s
Px
=
Px + Ps + s
= lim

T →∞

Fig. 10: Packet loss Vs link utilization for a constrained
VAPFA in a VPFS switch
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Packet

Aligner
(a)

Aligner

Packet

Switch

(b)

Fig. 11: Switch with packet alignment. (a) the packet
loads 4 slots before the aligner; (b) the aligner
can align the packet to the slot boundary and
minimize the slots loaded before switching
Fig. 13: Comparison between the three schemes for
n = 4 and n = 16
occur at the next switch. Let’s refer the above condition
to as the ∆Tail-condition. It should be noted that the entire
packet stream departing from an output of a switch must
always satisfy the ∆Tail-condition in nature. Therefore,
we can conclude that the head-tail clashing can be
totally eliminated in the VPFS network with alignment,
as long as the traffic from all sources satisfy the ∆Tailcondition.
Figure 13 provides the comparison between the
three VPFS schemes, considering the same model as
discussed earlier. It is obvious that the performance of
the switch with alignment improves dramatically when
compared to the constrained VAPFA model and also a
marked improvement over the generic unconstrained
VAPFA. For example, when n = 16, the packet loss
begins only at U = 0.62. Another interesting observation
is, when n becomes larger, the performances of the three
VPFS schemes get closer.

Fig. 12: x+∆Tail is always a constant with alignment
throughout the network
With an aligner, the arrival overhead of a packet
can only occur at the tail of the packet. The value of
such an overhead totally depends on the packet length
pdf f(x). For example, if the packet length is a discrete
random number which is always an integer multiple of
the slot size, then the arrival overhead can be totally
eliminated by the aligners and packets can come one
immediately after another packet throughout the
network without worrying the head-tail clashing
problem. The models discussed in (Ramamirtham and
Turner, 2003; Karol, 1993; Chia et al., 2001; Chao and
Choa, 1999; Hunter et al., 1998; Guillemot et al., 1998;
Chao and Liew, 2003; Masetti et al., 1993; Shi, 2005)
all fall in this special category where the packet length is
fixed, being exactly equal to the slot size.
Although the above example may not be valid for
other packet length pdf, it implies a very important
characteristic of the VPFS scheme with alignment, as
described below.
Let x be the packet length and ∆Tail be the tail
overhead of a packet after alignment. With Fig. 12,
x+∆Tail is always a constant (which is also an integer
multiple of the slot size s) throughout the VPFS network
with alignment. In other words, as long as the
subsequent packet always keeps a distance of ∆Tail with
the previous packet, the head-tai l clashing can never

CONCLUSION
In this study we have proposed a variable-length
packet FDL assignment algorithm for shared-FDL
switches and used a model to study and simulate three
VPFS switching schemes, namely the generic VPFS
without alignment, the constrained VPFS without
alignment and the VPFS with alignment (Wong, 2006;
2007). All of these VPFS schemes are designed for
switching variable-length packets in a slot switching
environment, but they differ from each other by the
manner of treatment of head-tail clashing. Through our
analysis and simulation, we found that the selection of
slot size greatly affects the performance of the three
10
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schemes. One of the main issues of the VAPFA
algorithm is the time complexity when selecting a small
slot size for the VPFS network.
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